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THE MIDCOURSE SPACE EXPERIMENT - AN ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY DATA SYSTEM FOR AN ADVANCED

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Alan R. Griffin, R. E. McInerney, James K. McDonough, Richard R. Babcock

ABSTRACT

The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) program is the premier space technology
experiment of the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) that addresses BMDO
system development requirements. The primary objective of the experiment is to collect
and analyze data on target and backgrounds phenomenology using three multi-spectral
(ultraviolet through infrared) imaging sensors. The program also has objectives for space-
based space-object surveillance, assessing space contamination effects, and investigating
atmospheric and space phenomenology. Effective scientific Data Management is one of
the critical functions within the MSX program organization and is key to meeting the
program objectives. The wide spectrum of objectives and requirements of the MSX
program were major drivers in the design of a Data System with a heterogeneous,
distributed processing center concept and a dual data flow path to meet sensor assessment
and experiment analysis requirements. An important technology decision that evolved from
this design was the exclusive use of workstation class computers for data processing. A
flexible, highly robust development and testing methodology was created to implement this
unique system. Companion papers in this session provide detailed descriptions of functions
of key elements in the Data System operations.

Introduction

The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) is a multi-year space demonstration and
validation experiment sponsored by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)
[formerly the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)]. The MSX program was
originally created to support the development of Midcourse Sensors (MCS) for the BMDO
Space Defense System (SDS) architecture with the cooperation of the Air Force Space and
Missile Systems Center (AFSMC) and U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command
(USASSDC). The MSX System-Derived Requirements Document (SRD) and Science
Modeling Requirements Document (SMRD) provide detailed descriptions of the program
objectives and requirements. A summary of the MSX mission objectives includes:

1. Support BMDO by providing the system functional demonstrations, target and
background data, and technology demonstrations needed for the midcourse
sensor platform development;



2. Provide data on real backgrounds at realistic system ranges for use in system
ground demonstrations;

3. Provide high quality target and background phenomenology data for further
development of robust codes and representative scenes;

4. Demonstrate key functions, such as acquisition, tracking, handoff, and bulk
filtering;

5. Provide multi-wavelength target phenomenology data for assessing optical
discrimination algorithms; and

6. Demonstrate the capability to integrate key technologies into a working platform
similar to proposed operational midcourse sensor designs.

The primary sensor is the SPIRIT III instrument, which is a cryogenically cooled IR
radiometer and interferometer employing the latest infrared sensor technology covering
wavelengths from Midwave IR (MWIR) to Very Long Wavelength IR (VLWIR). MSX
has successfully demonstrated the ability to build, integrate, and operate extended duration
space-based IR and space surveillance sensors. The SPIRIT III sensor specifically
demonstrates IR focal plane technology being developed by BMDO for eventual
operational systems, and the design of re-imaging optics capable of rejecting bright, near-
off-axis sources.

The suite of sensors in the MSX mission
includes instrumentation to enhance the
investigation of the natural and man-made
phenomena that may affect the assessment
of the SPIRIT III sensor and the
achievement of the mission objectives. This
configuration includes a Space Based
Visible (SBV) sensor, Ultraviolet/Visible
Imagers and Spectrographic Imagers
(UVISI), and sensors for measuring the
contaminant environment around the
satellite.

The primary vendors involved in the hardware development of the system included Johns
Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) for overall satellite platform
design, development, integration and operation, Utah State University/Space Dynamics
Laboratory for delivering the SPIRIT III sensor, JHU/APL for delivering the UVISI and
Contamination sensors, and MIT/Lincoln Laboratory for delivering the SBV sensor. Each
of these major organizations was supported by many other sub-contractors for the
development of the hardware systems.

Figure 1:  Artist concept of the MSX spacecraft and the
instrument locations.



MSX Experiment Categories

To address the BMDO requirements and meet the MSX mission objectives, the MSX
mission includes several experimental measurement programs. A single Principal
Investigator (PI) is assigned to lead a team of experts to design these experiments.

Target Measurements  The targets experiments demonstrate the ability to observe and
track midcourse objects against realistic backgrounds at system-representative ranges,
geometries, resolutions, and frame rates, using existing LWIR technology with legacy to
future operational sensors. Ultraviolet and visible data collection and sensor demonstration
also support target modeling at these wavelengths.

Space Surveillance  The SBV sensor is designed to demonstrate an above-the-horizon
Ballistic Missile Defense and a space surveillance capability of detecting and tracking
space launches and resident space objects (RSOs) from a space platform using a visible
wavelength optical sensor. The UVISI and SPIRIT III sensors augment the SBV in
performing space surveillance experiments.

Earthlimb, Auroral, and Terrestrial Background Measurements  The systems used for
detection and tracking of targets must be able to discern the targets as seen against
naturally occurring backgrounds. These natural backgrounds are a source of additional
photon noise and clutter that can degrade the ability of the detection systems to find a
target in the background. The design, development and testing of detection and tracking
systems must include an assessment of the limitations of Earthlimb, auroral, and terrestrial
backgrounds. MSX is providing a statistically complete backgrounds data base for direct
use in ground demonstrations and for model development and validation.

Contamination Environment  Contamination can significantly degrade the performance of
imaging and spectrographic systems. LWIR systems are especially sensitive to these
emissions as sources of error and background distortion of the received signals. The MSX
spacecraft includes a suite of sensors to measure and monitor the contaminant
environment.

Celestial Backgrounds Measurements  The Celestial experiments are needed to validate
the celestial backgrounds models and to improve and update model parameters. This in
turn will upgrade the Celestial Background Scene Descriptor (CBSD) being developed for
BMDO.

Onboard Signal and Data Processing  The Onboard Signal and Data Processor (OSDP)
demonstrates real-time signal and data processing of multi-color LWIR sensor data
onboard the MSX spacecraft in system representative scenarios using flight qualified,
radiation hardened processors. The OSDP system performs time-dependent and object-



dependent signal processing of data from the SPIRIT III radiometer to identify targets and
target tracks.

Spacecraft and Sensor Descriptions

The MSX spacecraft is free-flying satellite placed in a near-sun-synchronous, circular
orbit, at a nominal altitude of 900 kilometers, with an inclination of about 99.2 degrees.
The spacecraft was launched on a modified Delta II booster from Vandenberg AFB
(VAFB), California, on 24 April 1996. The spacecraft is designed around the SPIRIT III
sensor and the dewar that holds the solid hydrogen that is used for cryogenic cooling of the
LWIR sensor. The expected lifetime of the satellite is five years, with the cryogenic
cooling system for the SPIRIT III having a nominal lifetime of up to 20 months.

SPIRIT III LWIR Sensor

The major components of the SPIRIT III LWIR instrumentation package consist of: an
extremely high off-axis-rejection, cryogenically cooled telescope that has mirror scan
capabilities to provide a 1x6 degree field-of-regard; a cryogenically cooled, 5-color, high-
spatial-resolution, radiometer system covering wavelengths of 6 to 26 microns (µm); a
cryogenically cooled, 6-channel, high-spectral-resolution interferometric spectrometer
covering wavelengths of 4 to 28 µm; and a long-life, solid-hydrogen cryogenic dewar/heat
exchanger.

Ultraviolet/Visible Imagers and Spectrographic Imagers Sensor

The Ultraviolet/Visible Imagers and Spectrographic Imagers (UVISI) are a suite of five
spectrographic imagers and four two-dimensional imagers. These sensors have spectral
and imaging capabilities covering wavelengths from the far ultraviolet (~ 0.1 µm) to the
near infrared (~ 0.9 µm). The spectrographic imagers (SPIMs) provide spectral coverage
from the vacuum ultraviolet (~ 0.1 µm) to the near infrared (~ 0.9 µm) with high spectral
resolution (~ 0.001 µm) to allow the spectral decomposition of point sources such as
unresolved plumes and re-entry vehicles at long ranges. The UVISI imagers support
measurement objectives that require a narrow field of view (NFOV) and a wide field of
view (WFOV). One NFOV/WFOV imager pair operates in the ultraviolet and one in the
visible, with selectable filters to provide limited bandwidth images. The NFOV imagers
have a field of view (FOV) and pixel size similar to the field-of-regard and detector size of
the SPIRIT III radiometer. UVISI instruments can operate in a number of modes to
optimally observe diverse phenomena.



Space-Based Visible Sensor

The Space-based Visible (SBV) payload integrates advanced visible band sensor
technologies into the design, fabrication, and testing of a spaceborne imaging system for
space surveillance. The key imaging components of the SBV sensor include a 6 inch off-
axis re-imager design telescope and a 4 element frame transfer charge-coupled device
(CCD) focal plane, focal plane electronics and on-board signal processing system to
perform on-board object selection.

Contamination Sensors

Limiting spacecraft contamination and cleanliness during spacecraft design and integration
were major objectives of the MSX program. The MSX Contamination Experiment (CE) is
made up of five instruments that directly measure the neutral, ion and particulate
environment around the MSX satellite. The MSX mass spectrometer contains two sensors
which record ion and neutral gas densities ranging in mass from 2 to 150 amu. The cold-
cathode pressure gauge records ambient pressure from 10-10 to 10-5 Torr. There are four
Temperature-Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalances (TQCM) and one Cryogenically-
cooled Quartz Crystal Microbalance (CQCM) that measure the adsorption or desorption of
molecular contamination on the satellite and SPIRIT III mirror surfaces. A 500 Watt short
arc xenon lamp utilizes the UVISI  WFOV visible imager to detect particles in the near
field environment of MSX. A krypton lamp experiment uses the UVISI spectrographic
imager to measure the water vapor concentration near the MSX satellite.

Data System Development

All the MSX program objectives require collection and analysis of data, so effective Data
Management is necessarily one of the critical functional elements in the program. The Data
Manager has been a key member of the MSX program organization from the very
beginning. The MSX Data Management responsibility is to enhance the process of
transforming the data from collection and acquisition, through processing and analysis, into
information and knowledge. The value of the results obtained from the analysis of the data,
and the legacy created for applications to future missions, will determine the true success
of the MSX program. The goal of MSX Data Management is to design and implement a
Data System that will actively support this results-oriented philosophy.

Data System Requirements

The MSX Data System was built using a requirements-driven methodology. A key
responsibility of the Data Management Team was to identify and understand all the
requirements that are imposed on the Data System. The Data System design is based



principally on the requirements of the
BMDO, the MSX Program Manager, the
PIs, and the sensor developers. However,
this Data System design considers all
potential users of the MSX data. These
users include other DOD organizations
involved in National Security, and the
general scientific and engineering
communities. The MSX Data System was
designed to meet the requirements of the
largest potential constituency of the MSX
program.

The BMDO has established specific data
management policies, guidelines, and
requirements that apply to all BMDO

supported programs in SDIO Directive No. 3240, Management of Experiment Data, 11
February 1991. Key requirements include: design and implement a Data System and
publish a Data Management Plan; develop Interface Control Documents (ICDs) that define
the format and structure of the data and databases produced by the programs; and a
designated archive and data distribution system for all the data generated by the program.

The MSX Systems-Derived Requirements Document (SRD) and the Science Modeling
Requirements Document (SMRD) state the detailed requirements that form the foundation
of the design and development of the MSX program. These documents describe the
questions the MSX program must address and includes considerable detail on the specific
experiments and types of experimental data needed. The PIs are responsible for the
analysis and validation of the MSX data. The PI Experiment Plans and Data Analysis
Plans specify the approaches used, which, in turn, drive the detailed design of the Data
System.

A unique aspect of the MSX program is the creation of a Principal Investigator position for
the certification of the MSX data and assurance that technology transfer objectives are
met. Certification requires that the techniques and algorithms used to process and calibrate
the data have been reviewed for scientific and technical soundness and are approved by
the Program for use by all data users. The Data Certification and Technology Transfer
(DCATT) Team plays a major role interacting with Data Management, concurring in Data
System requirements, and certifying key parts of the final Data System processing
software.
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Figure 2  A representation of the numerous requirements
imposed on the Data System design process.



The procedures used in both pre-launch and post-launch sensor calibration and data
conversions must be certified by the DCATT Team. A DCATT representative is
specifically assigned to work with the sensor vendors Performance Assessment Team
(PAT) to oversee the calibration process, developing conversion and calibration
algorithms, monitoring and assessing the sensor performance, determining the calibration
factors, and providing the software packages for implementing them. These software
packages are essential products of the Data System.

The baseline program requirements were captured and documented in a Preliminary Data
Management Plan (DMP) approved and published 15 July 1991. The DMP provided the
basic road map for the development of the Data System. After the Preliminary DMP was
released there were many changes in National Security needs, organizational structure, and
system development requirements that influenced the final Data System design and
development. But the development process had to remain flexible and responsive to the
changes and continuing evolution that are inherent in any experimental program. The basic
principles, policies, and design concepts defined in the Preliminary DMP still served in
meeting the demands of these changes.

Data Management System Design Process

The MSX program requirements for rapid verification processing of large volumes of data
(~12 giga-bytes per day) and continuous sensor characterization by the sensor developers
and the functional demonstration objectives for new systems technology led to the design
of a distributed data processing system. This approach differs from many other large
experimental programs that create a central facility to process and verify the experimental
data. Also, the unique roles assigned to the sensor developers in the data verification
process and the DCATT to oversee the certification of the process were important factors
that needed to be address in the final design and development process.

Distributed Data Processing System Architecture

The MSX Data System architecture provides a parallel flow of data to meet the program
requirements. In past programs, the sequential data processing and verification functions
often resulted in delayed data access. For the MSX program, the data received at the
telemetry ground site are distributed simultaneously in a concurrent, parallel flow to the
sensor vendor Data Processing Centers (DPCs) for verification and the BMDO Science
and Technology Information (STINFO) Centers for distribution to the PI Data Analysis
Centers (DACs) for analysis.



The rationale behind this distributed and
parallel data flow design is driven by
several objectives. First, the critical
technology demonstration objectives of the
MSX program require careful verification
of the sensor data. The sensor vendors are
the most knowledgeable resource for
monitoring and assessing the sensor
performance on orbit and verifying the
quality of the data. The MSX program
assigned them the responsibility for the
continual monitoring of sensor performance
throughout its operational lifetime.

The MSX distributed data processing
concept is a logical extension of these

responsibilities. This design concept puts the sensor vendors in one data flow path to
verify the sensor data and to produce the data products and data bases that are needed to
assess the sensor performance. The DPC created at each sensor developers facility was
designed to process, on average, a day of experimental data within 24 hours and distribute
the verification and sensor performance results. These products are returned to the
STINFO Centers for archive and distribution.

The second objective is to expedite data access to the PI teams for analysis and
interpretation. This supports rapid assessment of MSX observations in view of urgent
system design issues and opportunities for re-planning and re-execution of experiments.
The second data flow path of the architecture sends the data to the BMDO STINFO
Centers that are a single distribution center for rapid distribution of the data to the PI
DACs and other the MSX community users.

The third objective is to allow the PIs, each with unique requirements and methodologies
for performing data analysis and validation, the opportunity to develop a customized DAC
that can expand on existing capabilities and the expertise already available in the research
team created.

Data System Development Methodology

With so many organizations involved in the Data System development, it was important
that the MSX Program Manager and the Data Manager have a clear view of the
development process to ensure that requirements were met and appropriate trade-offs
could be made when constraints on resources bounded what could be achieved and which
requirements could be satisfied. There were many challenges to creating this methodology.
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Figure 3 Top Level Representation of the MSX Data System
illustrating the parallel flow and distributed data processing
concept developed for the MSX Data System.



It had to be acceptable to several different organizations that already had their own
software development structures. It had to be disciplined and detailed enough to provide
confidence that requirements were being met

A major component of the Data System is the DCATT certified sensor calibration and data
verification software used by the DPCs to process the data and to produce various data
products and data bases. To meet the DCATT certification requirement, each DPC was
required to have a formal configuration management (CM) and quality assurance (QA)
program for all launch critical and mission critical verification and sensor calibration
software.

Technology Trade-offs for Data System Development

A major issue in the system wide development methodology was merging individual
design decisions of each Center within a common set of technology standards and
capabilities. The standards needed to be flexible enough to allow each Center to work
within the constraints of its sponsoring organization and remain compatible with existing
systems. But they also needed to provide the basis for compatibility across the MSX Data
System for interoperability and extensibility to exploit new technology. Several key
technology decisions made early in the program have served the program well into 1996.

1. Standardizing on workstation class computers for processing, instead of
mainframes, and a general acceptance of UNIX as the baseline operating system.
Some Centers also support VMS and other operating systems,

2. Standardizing on ‘C’ as the language for software for data verification and
calibration,

3. Selection of Exabyte media for high volume, low cost data transfers between
Centers, particularly for the initial data distribution,

4. Early use of the Internet for data transfers, e-mail, and bulletin boards. This has
expanded into the use of World Wide Web pages and other new Internet
technologies,

5. The concept of “Virtual” calibrated data. The standard MSX data set includes the
basic “counts” of the sensor output, the calibration software, and the calibration
coefficients.

The first standard gave each Center the flexibility to choose the specific hardware vendors
and the capabilities of their systems based on performance requirements and resources.
Although potentially a risky decision at the time of implementation, the growth in Open
Systems technologies and workstation capabilities has proven it to be an important plus for
the MSX program. The last concept is a cornerstone of the entire Data System



architecture. The impact is felt throughout the entire program and is critical for
implementing the DCATT concepts of verification and calibration certification.

Interface Control Documents

The Data System provides data distribution channels and processing software to take the
data from the raw telemetry (Level 0) through verification of the digitally compatible data
(Level 1) and to apply the appropriate calibration algorithms and coefficients to produce
calibrated engineering data (Level 2). With five sensor system DPCs, two BMDO
STINFO Centers supporting MSX, five PI DACs, plus other institutions receiving or
distributing MSX data routinely, there are over 30 different interfaces.

An effective, efficient flow of data requires a structured, disciplined approach to the
development of data base and product interface specifications. The Data System has
created MSX-specific Interface Control Documents (ICDs). The ICDs define the
requirements for the each product and provide the details of the content, format and media
of the products distributed by all Centers.

Data System Test (DST) Concept

Because of the highly distributed nature of the MSX Data System, and the asynchronous
development schedules of the different Centers, MSX had to develop a unique approach to
system level testing of the MSX Data System. Due to limited resources, the testing had to
be coordinated with and build on tests being performed by other functions in the overall
program development. Many of the tests were developed around spacecraft integration
tests. The Data System Test (DST) program was not a single, formal test event, but rather
a test process that included selecting other scheduled tests, monitoring their execution, and
using their results to satisfy the DST objectives.

There were also many functions and products that could only be tested until after launch
with operational data flows. These functions and products had to be identified for post
launch testing and confirmation of performance.

Data System Acceptance Review (DSAR) Methodology

System Acceptance Reviews (SARs) were the last set of reviews coordinated by the MSX
Data Manager to assess the readiness of the entire MSX Data System. The DSTs were
usually not performed under operational constraints of timelines and manpower, or in an
environment of continual data flow, so the DSTs were not a totally effective test of the
capability of each of the component Centers.



The challenge of creating the SAR process for the MSX Program’s unique system
structure was to provide enough visibility into the final operational capability of the
component Centers within the constraints of time and the resources available to each
center. The resulting reviews consisted of a blend of formal presentations on requirements
status, formal documentation reviews and audits of hardware and software, and
demonstrations of a “day in the life” of a center.

The Data System in Operation

The companion papers in this session provide specifics on the important aspects of the on-
board data collection, ground acquisition, and verification processing that are critical to
experiment validation. The JHU/APL had primary responsibility for the integration of the
satellite and sensors, the development of the ground station for spacecraft operations and
telemetry processing, and operation of the spacecraft and ground station. The design and
operation of the spacecraft recording and telemetry systems have a major impact on the
overall Data System design and operation. The paper by Deboy et al. describes key
components and functionality of the spacecraft command and data handling system and the
telemetry acquisition systems at JHU/APL. The paper by Good et al. discusses the unique
operations planning and scheduling of spacecraft experiments created for the MSX
program and the operations concepts for recording and downlinking of data. The paper by
Harvey and Baer describes the daily operational control of the spacecraft at the Mission
Operations Center at APL, the tools developed to use spacecraft telemetry to monitor
operations, and the ground processing systems created to process and distribute the sensor
and ancillary spacecraft data. The last three papers present the unique capabilities
developed at the sensor DPCs to process and verify the sensor data and to support
experiment planning and spacecraft operations.
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